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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider aclass of constrained discrete time optimal control problems 
involving eneral nonlinear dynamics with fixed terminal time. A method to solve the feedback control 
problem for a class of unconstrained continuous time nonlinear systems has been proposed previously. 
In that work, the solution is based on synthesizing an approxin~te suboptimal feedback controller 
locally in the neighbourhood f a certain ominal optimal trajectory. This paper expands on the same 
theme by considering problems involving discrete time systems. Taking advantage of the nature of 
discrete time systems, a further eduction on the computational effort of synthesising the feedback 
controller is made possible. Also, this paper extends the applicability of the method to constrained 
systems. For illustration, a numerical example issolved using the proposed method. ~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reeerved. 
Keyword~---Constrained system, Discrete time nonlinear systems, Optimal control, Feedback 
control, Spline interpolation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Optimal control computation has been an active research area for some decwles. Many tech- 
niques are now available in the open literature. For details, see [1-9]. However, most of these 
techniques are for optimal control problems not involving state constraints. The exceptions are 
the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm~ (see [2]), control parameterization algorithms (see 
[3,9]), and the algorithm~ reported in [1,6]. A software package, known as MISER3.1 (see [3] for 
details), has been developed for solving general constrained optimal control problems involving 
both continuous time and discrete time systems. Thus, the numerical solution of constrained 
optimal control problems is by now an easier task than in the past. However, these techniques 
as well as the software are for the open-loop optimal control computation. It is well known that 
open-loop controllers are rather sensitive to disturbances. Thus, feedback controllers are preferred 
in practice. To construct an optimal feedback controller for a nonlinear optimal control prob- 
lem not involving state constraints, it is necessary to solve a nonlinear HJB partial differential 
equation (see [9-11]). This task is extremely difficult for higher dimensional problems. In [12], a 
neighbouring extremal approach is used to handle situations involving small disturbances. The 
receding horizon approach is proposed in [13,14], and the references cited therein, to handle 
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problems involving slow moving dynamics. In [15,16], a neural network is used to approximate a 
suboptimal feedback controller. It is necessary to train the network using a gradient technique. 
This training is computationally expensive and more importantly, there is no prior knowledge as 
to whether a particular training is going to be successful or not. 
In [17], a class of fixed terminal time optimal control problems involving general nonlinear 
continuous time systems subject to control constraints only is considered. The value of the 
optimal control at time t is characterized by the value of the optimal state x*(t). Thus, the 
optimal feedback controller is taken as a function of the time as well as the state, i.e., u* = ~(y) 
where yV = [[x.(t)]v, t]r. A nominal optimal trajectory is first computed via open-loop optimal 
control theory using the software package MISER3.1. Depending on the desired neighbourhood 
of the nominal trajectory, we can specify a set of initial states around the nominal initial state. 
Then, several open-loop optimal trajectories are computed corresponding to these initial states 
in the prespecified set around the nominal trajectory. Suppose that at a point t = tl, 0 <~ tl <~ T, 
in the time horizon, these trajectories become too close together compared to their spacing at 
t = 0. Then, we can specify another set of states at the time tl around, but further away from the 
nominal trajectory than the existing trajectories and more widely spaced. Treating these states as 
initial conditions, we then generate more open-loop optimal trajectories corresponding to them. 
We use this approach to generate optimal control data values at a scattered set of points in the 
state space. An  iterative multivariate interpolation method to scattered data proposed in [18,19] 
is then used in conjunction with a cardinal product spline approach developed in [20] to synthesize 
a local suboptimal feedback control law. The construction is carried out according to specific 
formulas without the need for a training process. Thus, it is more reliable and e~cient than 
the neural network approach. In fact, the computational requirement is in orders of magnitude 
smaller than that of the neural network approach. However, the size of the neighbourhood around 
the nominal trajectories i  usually smaller. 
In this paper, we consider a class of constrained nonlinear discrete-time optimal control prob- 
lems with fixed terminal time. Making use of the structure of the discrete-time system, we can 
avoid interpolating the feedback control aw in terms of the state together with the time. For 
each knot along the time horizon, the optimal feedback control aw is a function of the state only. 
Hence, for a given time plane, say we can perform the multivariate scattered ata interpolation 
in conjunction with the cardinal product spline interpolation to obtain the required local subop- 
timal feedback control aw in that time plane. More specifically, suppose there are N knots in the 
time horizon, and the dimension of the state is n. Then, we have N interpolation problems, each 
with dimension , instead of one interpolation problem with dimension (n + 1). This approach 
has resulted in a huge savings in the computational effort as well as the storage of the temporary 
memory when compared with the approach proposed in [17]. Note that parallel processors can 
be used to generate open-loop trajectories in both cases. As the interpolation i each time plane 
is independent, parallel processors can also be used in the interpolation stage of the solution 
method proposed here. The resulting savings in computational time are considerable. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Consider a process described by the following system of nonlinear difference quations: 
x(k + I) = f (k, k e •, (2.1a) 
where iV" = {0, 1, . . . ,  N - 1), x(k) = [xl(k),... ,x,(k)] T E R" is the state vector and w(k) = 
[wl(k),...,wr(k)] T E R r is the control vector, and the superscript T denotes the transpose. 
J' : iV" x R n x R r ~-. R" is a given function which is continuously differentiable with respect o 
each of the components of x and w for each k. The initial condition for the system of difference 
equations (2.1a) is 
x(0) = x °. (2.1b) 
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Let U be the class of continuous functions defined as follows: 
U = {v -[v1(.),v2(.), . . .  • i : ,_, R, 
a~ <_ vi(y) <_ ~,  for all y • R '~, where i = 1 ,2 , . . . , r} ,  (2.2) 
where ai and B~, i = 1, 2, . . .  ,r, are given real numbers. For some vector sequence y defined as 
{y(k) : k • A/'} with y(k) • R '~ for all k, let u(y) denote another vector sequence {uk(y(k)) :
k • A/'} where uk(-) • U, for all k • A/'. Hence, u(.) maps an n-dimensional vector sequence of 
length N to a r dimensional vector sequence of the same length. Also, we denote the k th term of 
the r-dimensional sequence simply by u(y(k)). Such a u(.) is referred to as a feedback control 
law. Let/4 be the class of all such feedback controls. 
For each u • /4 ,  let x(k I u), k = O, 1, . . . ,  N be a recursively defined sequence such that the 
difference quation (2.1a) with initial condition (2.1b) is satisfied, and the control vector sequence 
is given by u(x), i.e., w(k) = uk(x(k [ u)) for k = 0, 1 . . . .  , N - 1, thus 
x(01 = x °, 
z(1 l u) u),u°(z(01 
x(21u ) = f(1,x(l lu),ul(x(1 l u)), 
x(N [ u) = f (N-  1 ,x (N-  1 [ U) ,uN- I (x (N-  1 [u)). 
This sequence of discrete time functions is called the solution of system (2.1) corresponding to
the feedback control u •/4.  
We now consider two sets of constraints: one is the set of terminal state inequality constraints, 
while the other is the set of all-time-step state inequality constraints. They are specified as 
follows: 
@i (x (N [ u)) >_ 0, i = 1, . . . .  M1 (2.3a) 
and 
hi (k,x (k I u)) > 0, k • A/', i = 1,..., M2. (2.3b) 
If there exists a u •/4 such that x (N  I u) and x(k I u) for all k • A/" satisfy the constraints 
(2.3a) and (2.3b), respectively, then u is called a feasible control. Let jr be the class of all such 
feasible controls. 
We may now specify the general optimal feedback control problem formally as follows. 
Subject to the system (2.1), find a feedback control u •/4 such that the cost functional 
N-1 
J (u)  = ¢0(x(N [ u)) + ~/ :0 (k ,  x(k [u), u(x(k)) (2.4) 
kffi0 
is minimized over ~'. ¢0 is a continuously differentiable real-valued function defined on R n 
and L:0 is a real-valued function which is continuously differentiable with respect o each of the 
components of x and x for each k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N - 1. For convenience, let this optimal feedback 
control problem be referred to as problem (7)). 
If u*(.) • ~r is the solution to problem (P), then, upon solving the problem, one would obtain an 
optimal state trajectory sequence {X~omin~l(k ) : k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N} and a corresponding optimal 
control sequence 
{Wnominal(k ) : k • iV'} -- u* ({X~ominal(k) : k • J~f}) • 
Although they are of different lengths, we denote this nominal optimal pair by {W~omin~, 
X~omin~ i}. Clearly, it is also the solution of the corresponding open-loop optimal control problem. 
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The exact solution of the general optimal feedback control problem (P) is a formidable task and 
beyond the scope of this paper. We intend to only find a suboptimal feedback controller in a region 
of the state space. We first obtain a nominal optimal pair {W~omina l, Z*omina~ } corresponding 
to the initial condition (2.1b) via open-loop optimal control theory. Our task is to construct 
a feedback controller ~2(.) ~ R which is suboptimal within a neighbourhood of the nominal 
trajectory approximating u*(.) e R. 
Finally, it is necessary for us to make the following assumptions. The functions ¢i(.) and 
hi( k, .) of (2.3) are concave functions in our region of interest, i.e., for any y~ ~ R n in our region 
of interest, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, 
j=l  
i = 1, . . . ,  M1, (2.5a) 
and 
hi k, ajyj >_ o~jhi(k, yj), 
j= l  
for any fixed k E A/', i = 1 , . . . ,  M2, (2.5b3 
where c~j >_ 0 and m = ~-~jffil c~j 1. 
3. BAS IC  RESULTS 
In this section, we introduce the necessary notation and terminology together with some basic 
open-loop optimal control results. 
Let W be a compact and convex subset in R r defined by 
w = = uv :  ___ _< for i = 1 ,2 , . . . , r} .  (3.1) 
Let w denote an open-bop control sequence {w k : k = 0, 1,. . .  ,N  - 1} in W.  Then, w is called 
an open-loop admissible control. Let ~V be the class of aU such admissible controls. 
Let x(k [ ~,kl ,W 3 denote the solution of the difference equation (2.1a) at time k ~ {kl, 
kl + 1, kl + 2 , . . . ,  N}, which starts from z(kl)  = ~ ~ R ~, resulting from an open-bop control 
tvEW.  
Given a:(kl) = ~ which satisfies (2.3a) if kl = N, or satisfies (2.3b 3 if kl _~ N - 1, let ~(~, kl) 
be the set of all open-loop control that produce a feasible trajectory starting from z(kl)  -- ~, 
i.e., for all w in ~(~, kl), z(k [ ~, kl, w) satisfying (2.3b) for k E {kl + 1, . . . ,  N - 1) and (2.3a) 
for k -- N. Then, z(k) = ~ is called feasible if and only if ~(~, k) is nonempty. 
Naturally, we assume the existence of the pair {I/)nominai, X~ominal}. In addition, we assume that 
there exist a nonempty, sufficiently large neighbourhood of feasible states around the nominal 
trajectory at every time step. 
Let O(~, kl) denote the open-bop optimal control problem with the state starting from ~ at 
time kl. Furthermore, let the sequence w* ~ ~(~,kl) C ~V denote the solution to problem 
O(~, k13, i.e., 
and 
w* = arg ~ min if(iv I~ ,k l ) /  (3"23 
N-1 
I = ¢oCxC-"V I + £oCk, xCk I (3.33 
kffikl 
The all-time-step constraints pecified in (2.3b) are rather difficult to handle directly. We briefly 
review the constraint approximation method developed in [9] to deal with these. 
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Note that for each i = 1,2,...,M2, 
in (2.3b) is equivalent to 
N-1 
g,(u) = ~ min {h,(k, x(k I u)), 0} = 0. 
k=k, 
The function 
is nonsmooth, so we replace it by 
the corresponding all-time-step inequality constraint 
min {hi(k, z(k [ u)), 0} 
(3.4) 
hi(k,z(k l u)), hi(k,x(k I u)) < -e, 
£d,, (k, z (k [ u)) = -(hi(k, x(k I u)) - ~)2 -~ < h,(k, x(k I u)) < ~, 
4e ' - - 
O, hi(k, x(k I u)) > e. 
Then, for each i = 1, 2 ... .  , M2, let 
N-1  
g,,,(u) = ~ £,,,(k,z(k I u)). (3.5) 
]¢=kl 
We may then define a related approximate problem, which we refer to as problem O,(~, kl). 
PROBLEM O,(~, kl). Problem O(~, kl) with (2.3b) replaced by 
+ gi,,(u) _> 0, i = 1,2,... ,  M2. (3.6) 
It is known (see [9] for details) that under appropriate conditions if an admissible control u 
satisfies (3.6), then it must satisfy (2.3b) as well. The optimal solution of the problem Oe(~, kl) 
converges to the true optimal solution of the problem O(~, kl) as e --* 0. In what follows, all 
the optimal trajectories are generated by solving the problem Oe(~, kl) with several values of 
e > 0 in the decreasing order until the change in the cost value is insignificant. This process is 
implemented in the software DMISER3.1 [3]. Let ~ denote the smallest e in the sequence above. 
For convenience, the solution of the problem O~(~, kl) (problem O,(~, kl) with e = ~) is referred 
to as the optimal solution of the problem O(~, kl). 
Let r denotes a nonempty compact subset of R" such that all ~ 6 r are feasible. 
Let/C be the set of all nonempty compact subsets of R n. We then define a set-valued map 
• =. :/C x {0,1,..., N} × {0, 1,. . . ,  N} --* K: as follows: 
z ( r ,  kl, k) = {z(k [ ~, kl, w*): ~ • r} ,  (3.7) 
where k >_ kl, and w* is the solution to problem O(~, kl) as defined in (3.2) and (3.3). 
b l /  
k=l k=2 
b3 
/ 
k=3 k=4 
Figure i. A diagram illustrating the field of extermals. 
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See Figure 1. If r = {a l ,b l , c l ,d l} ,  then ~.(r,1,2) = {a2,b2,c2,d2}, and .~(r,1,3) = 
{a3, b3, c3, d3},..., etc. From the way we define I' and ~, i t is important o note that for 
any k _> kl, all ~ • .=.(r, kl, k) are feasible. 
We also have 
• ~. ( r ,  kl, kX) = r ,  kl • {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N}. (3.8) 
If r contMns a finite number of initial states, then ~(r ,  o, k) consists of a finite number of points 
for all time k • [0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N]. Moreover, if k0 < kl < k2, then 
.¢~.(r, k0, k2) = .¢~.( ¢~.(r,/~o, ~1), ~1, ~2), (3.9) 
i.e., the map is transitive. 
The following two properties of ~- follow from Bellman's Optimality Principle. 
Let A = ~(rx, kx, k3) and B = ~(I~2, k2, k3), for some nonempty sets I'x and r2, and kx, k2 < 
ks <N.  
If A N B # 0 for some ks < N, where 0 denotes the empty set, then 
Z(A n B, ks, k) # • (3.10) 
and 
• =.(A n B, ks, k) c .=.(A, ks, k) n .=.(B, ks, k), (3.11) 
for all k • {k3, ks + I, . . . .  N}. 
Recall that the nominal optimal trajectory Znomina 1 is defined as the trajectory obtained from 
solving the open-loop optimal control problem O(z °, 0). Let {=*ominal(k)} for k = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N} 
denote a sequence of singleton sets containing the corresponding value of the nominal optimal 
trajectory, each at the specified time knot. Clearly, =nominal(0) = =0. With no disturbances, the 
open-loop optimal trajectory and the optimal feedback control trajectory are the same, i.e., 
~ ({=°},0, k) = {Znominal(k)}, 
for all k = {0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N}.  In this situation, r reduces to a one point set, i.e., zo. 
4. INTERPOLAT ION TECHNIQUES 
In this section, we will give a brief summary of [19] and the cardinal product spline interpolation 
approach of [20]. We refer the readers to [17,19,20] and the references cited therein for further 
details. 
4.1. Foley and Nielson 
Consider a scalar valued function f : R" ~ R which we would like to approximate. Suppose 
we only know the value of f at some scattered points v~ E R" for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  N. Let fi = f(vi) 
for i = 1,2,.. . ,  N. To avoid computational singularities but retain computational efficiency, we 
define the Shepard surface of f generated by these scattered points as (see [17]) 
s[/](e) = E =x l/(a, Ce))' 
A, 
p,(v) > e, 
pi(e) < e, 
(4.1) 
where e is a small positive number depending on the machine accuracy, pi(u) = [lu - e~ l[2 where 
I1" 112 denotes the usual 12 norm. The surface interpolates (~, .fi) exactly, but has a lot of large and 
undesirable ocal variations. Consider another function g : R" ~-, R with a domain of interest D. 
We define a regular (rectangular) grid covering D as follows. 
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For i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, let ai = min{xi I z e :D} and bi = max{xi I z e ~} where xi denotes 
the ith element of z, and let m be a positive integer. Define the grid size along the ith axis as 
hi = (bi - a i ) /m,  for i = 1,2,. . .  ,n. Each knot point in the grid can then be represented as a 
vector with its ith component chosen from the set 
Gi = {ai - hi, ai, ai + hi, ai + 2hi , . . . ,  bi - hi, bi, bi + hi}, 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Let the set containing all knots be denoted as G and if there are M of them, 
we denote the knots as uj,  j = 1,2,. . .  ,M. Also, we let £ be the set of edge knots, i.e., the 
outermost points of the grid. 
Assume that the function values gj = g(u j )  for all uj  E ~\C are given. Then we can define a 
cubic product spline interpolation surface of these points as 
M 
Bg(u) = ~ cjf~j(u), 
j=l 
(4.2) 
where f/j(u) is the cubic spline basis function centered at the jth knot, and cj are constants chosen 
so that Bg(uj) = yj for uj E ~\6. The details and the definition of the basis splines f/j(u) are 
given in the next subsection. This spline surface does not have the undesirable variations as in 
the Shepard surface, but requires the knowledge of function values at the grid knots rather than 
at scattered points. 
Foley and Nielson's method is an iterative algorithm alternately generating these two types 
of surfaces. Suppose we want to approximate an unknown function f : R n ~-. R in a certain 
domain ~, and we only know the function values fi at vi. We construct a regular grid covering 
and the associated knots uj. If we treat B and S as two operations, then the surface BS[f](u) 
denotes the spline surface where its knots values at uj E G\C are generated by the Shepard 
surface S[f](uj) which is in turn generated by data (vi, fi). Moreover, S[f - BS[f]](u) defines 
a Shepard surface generated by (vi, fi - BS[f](vi)). We define a new surface as 
Al [ f ] (~  ) ---- S [ f  -- ns [ f ] ] ( i t )  - J r -nS[f}(~) 
or 
Al[f] = S[f -- BS[f]] d- BS[f]. 
Treat Al[f] as an operation as well, we can have 
(4.3) 
~2[f] = S[f - BZXI[f] ] + B~l [ f ] .  (4.4) 
By repeating the same argument, we have 
~r[f ]  = S[f - B~r - l [ f ] ]  + B~tr- l [ f ] .  (4.5) 
Note that •r[f] interpolates the original scattered data points (vi, fi) exactly for all positive r. 
Under certain conditions, At[f] converges to the true surface as r tends to infinity (see [18,19]). 
4.2. Cardinal Product  Spline In terpo lat ion  
In the above iterative method, we did not specify how to obtain a set of spline coefficients cj
in (4.2) so that Bg(uj)  = gj for uj  E ~\£. The method described in [20] can be implemented 
with a reasonably small amount of computational effort to calculate a suitable cardinal product 
spline. 
Consider the function f : R ~ R, with the domain of interest [a, b]. The grid in one dimension 
just covering the domain consists of subdividing the interval into equal partitions, say m of them, 
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and the associated knots are 2:~ = a + i(b - a ) /m for i = -1,0, 1,2,... ,m,m + 1. Assume that 
the function values 
f i  = f (2:i), i = 0,1,2,...,m, 
axe given. The one-dimensional problem then is to find the coefficients c, so that 
B f(2:,) = 
m+l  
c ,a , (2 : , )  = .f,, 
,=-1  
for i = 0, I,..., m.  The corresponding one dimensional cubic spline basis functions axe defined 
as 
1 [ 3 3 3 
f/,(2:) = 4-~ (2: - 2:,-2)+ - 4 (2: - 2 : , -1 )+ "~- 6 (2: - x j )+  
-4 (2 : -  2:,+1) 3 + (2:-- X,+2)3] , j = -1,0,. . . ,m,m + 1, 
where 
z,  i f z>_O,  b -a  
(z)+ = 0, otherwise, h= m ' 
and z-z, z-2, 2:m+2, and 2:ra+s are defined as 2:, = a + jh  for j -- -3, -2, m + 2, m + 3. Suppose 
we also specify the spline values at the edge knots, namely, 
8-1 = Bf  (Z_l) and Sm+l = B/ (Zm+l) .  
Then the spline coefficients could be obtained as the solution to the following system of linear 
equations: 
K ,c  = f , ,  (4.6) 
where f ,  = 9[s- l , fO,  f l , . . . , f ,n - l , fm,  Sm+l] T, c = [c - l , co , . . . ,  c~, Cm+l] T, and Ks is an (m+ 
3) x (m+3) tridiagonal matrix with l's on the main diagonal and 1/4's on the other two diagonals. 
The inverse of Ks is easy to obtain, with the i , j  th element of Ks -1 given by 
4 
ki,j = £-----a~,j, (4.7) 
urn+3 
where { bi- lbm+3-i ,  if i - j, a , j  = ( -1) '+Jbi_ lbm+z_j ,  i f j  > i, 
aj,~, if j < i, 
(4.8) 
and where b~, i = 0, . . . ,  m + 3 is defined by 
b0=l ,  b1=4,  bk=4bk- l -bk -2 ,  k = 2 , . . . ,m+3.  (4.9) 
It remains to show how to obtain the spline values at the edge knots, that is, 8-1 and sm+l. Given 
that the only data available for interpolation is function values, we use the one-dimensional La- 
grangian spline, where it is necessary to estimate the gradients B f (a )  and B f (b )  using Lagrange 
interpolating polynomials. These estimates axe given by 
Bf ' (a )  ~, do ---~h (-11fo + 18fl - 9f2 + 2fs), 
Bf'(b) ~ d~= 1 (11fro - 18fm- i  + 9f, -2 - 2fro-3). 
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The spline coefficients of the one-dimensional Lagrangian spline can also be obtained as the 
solution to the following system of linear equations: 
Kc  = fc ,  (4.10) 
where fC = [do,fo, f l , . . .  , fm-l,fm, dm] T, and K is identical to K, ,  except that the first and 
the last rows are replaced by [-3/4h, 0, 3/4h, 0,..., 0] and [0,... ,  0, -3/4h, O, 3/4h], respectively. 
Note that c does not depend on h, since h is canceled in the c = K - i l L  computation. Hence, 
we may put h = 1 in K, do and dm to simplify the computation further. K -1 is then given 
by K-11h=l ---- K [1QP where Q is identical to the identity matrix except that the first row is 
replaced by [l/q1, -q2/qx, -q3/ql,..., -q(m+3)/ql], P is identical to the identity matrix except 
that the bottom row is replaced by [-Pl/P(m+3),-P2/P(m+3),--P3/P(m+3),..., 1/p(m+3)], and 
3 
Pi : bin+3 [am+3, i -  am,i], 
3 
qi = bin+3 [a3j - al,~], for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m+ 3. 
ai,j and bi are defined as in (4.8) and (4.9), respectively. 
Note that in one dimension, c is obtained directly from (4.10) without the need for (4.6). 
However, in higher dimensions, the corresponding version of (4.10) is difficult to set up and solve 
without requiring large amounts of storage. In this case, it is easier to use the corresponding 
version of (4.6). 
In n dimensions, the cubic basis spline f/j (u) is defined as the product of all the one dimensional 
cubic spline basis functions of each axis centered at the jth knot. The corresponding set of linear 
equations is 
K, , .c~ = f,,n, (4.11) 
where Ks,n is an (m + 3) n x (m + 3) n matrix which can be defined recursively as a Kronecker 
product (see [20]) and where .fs,n contains data as well as spline edge knot values. Since we are 
dealing with a n-dimensional product spline, the spline edge knot values can be calculated easily 
by extrapolating a series of one-dimensional Lagrangian splines. Each of these one-dimensional 
calculations involves the solution of (4.10). Note that [Ks,n] -1 can also be explicity expressed 
recursively. 
kl, l  [K, , i -  1] -1 
K -  1 [ k2,1 [Ha,i- l]  - I  
[ ,,,] = 
I 
L kin+z,1 [Ks,i- 1] -1 
K -1 kl,2 [ s#-l]  . . .  kl,m+3 [Ks, i - l ]  -1 
k2,2 [Ks,i- l]  - I  . . .  k2,m+3 [Ks, i - l ]  - I  
• ... : 
kin+3,2 [Ks,i- l]  -1 . . .  km+z,m+3 [Ks, i - l ]  -1 
i = 2 , . . . ,  n, and 
[K , , I ]  -1  : [K , ]  - I  . 
kid is the (i,j)th entry of [Ks] -1, as defined in (4.7). 
Hence, (4.11) can be solved with a reasonably small amount of computation and storage re- 
quirements. Furthermore, the matrix K,,n does not depend on the interpolation data, but only 
on m and n. Hence, given sufficient storage capabilities, all the interpolation problems with the 
same m and n can then use the same inverse without the need to regenerate it. 
5. SYNTHESIZING THE OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
Recall that u*(.) E /4 denotes the optimal feedback law obtained from solving problem (7)), 
and our aim is to synthesize ~2 E /~, a sequence of vector valued functions of vector variables, 
that approximate u* (.) E/~ on some neighbourhood of Xnominal, the nominal optimal trajectory. 
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We define our set of initial conditions similarly to the way it is done in [17]. First of all, 
we have to compute the nominal optimal trajectory Znominal(k) for k E (0, 1,2, . . . ,  N)  and its 
corresponding optimal control sequence Wnomina l • }4) via open-loop methods. As in [17], we 
adopt the Control Parameterization Ritz method for this computation. We refer the readers to 
[8,9] and the references cited therein for details. As mentioned before, we are using the discrete 
form of the theory [3,9]. In [17], a continuous time open-loop optimal control software package 
MISER3 was used, whereas here, we are using the discrete form of the package, DMISER3 [3]. 
Clearly, 
(Xnominal(k)) -- ~ (~Znominal(0)), 0, k), 
for k • (0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N) ,  and the corresponding optimal control (as a sequence) is 
ltOndmina I ---- {u*(Znominal(k)) : k • J~f} • ~V. 
After computing Z*ominal and It@nominal, we take a small subset of the elements on the discrete 
time axis {kj : j -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,q} C ~0,1 ,2 , . . . ,N ) ,  where q << N and 0- -  kl < k2 < ... < kq < N. 
We then choose two sets of nonnegative integers d = {dl,d2,. . .  ,~/~} and d = {dl,d2,. . .  ,d_n} in 
a way such that the product did i > 0, for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Also we choose a set of positive real 
numbers/~ = (#1,/~2,...,  P~}, where n is the dimension of the state x. Let 
J~=[-d~,-d~-l-1,...,-1,0,1,...,d~-l,di], d~•_d, d~•3,  i=1,2,...,n. 
Then, define 
= IXnominal(kj) -J- } Z2~t2 / I . z~• J~,  p i•p ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n  , 
k znp~ J
for j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,q .  
Note that the choice of q, ks, d, _d, and/~ is restricted in such a way that all ~ • rkj are 
feasible at time k s. 
We use the control parameterization method again to obtain 
zcrk,,ks,k ), k e {kj,ks + l , . . . ,N}  , j = l ,2, . . . ,q,  
as well as the corresponding open-loop optimal control for each individual trajectory. Note that 
each trajectory sequence corresponds to an open-loop optimal control in }4~, and this correspon- 
dence is the mapping u*(.) which we are going to synthesize. 
We compute the scattered ata interpolation separately for each time k EAf  and combining 
all these we construct he map ~2(.) approximating u(.) E b/. For k E {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N}, we define 
the set 
Then our fitting domain of time-plane k is defined as :D~ = C~(D~), where Cv(.) denotes the 
convex hull of its argument. 
Note that at any time k, all scattered ata points in Dk are feasible, i.e., suppose Yl, Y2, • •., Ymh 
are all the elements of Dk, then for j -- 1,2, . . .  ,ink, 
~i(Yj)  -> O, i - 1 , . . . ,  MI, if k = N,  
hi(k, yj)>_O, i=1, . . . ,M2,  i fk  < N. 
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So, 
mk 
E a~¢i(Y#) >- O' i = l , . . .  ,M~, i l k=N,  
jffil 
w't k 
Ea jh~(k ,  y3)>O,  i= l , . . . ,M2 ,  i f k<N,  
j----1 
where aj  >_ 0 and m~ = Ej---- 10~j 1. 
By (2.5a) and (2.5b), it is easy to see that 
~i a~y3 _>0, i= l  . . . .  ,M~, i f k=N,  
hi k, a~y~ >_0, i = l, . . . , M2, i f k<N.  
Hence, for all k, all ~ in the convex hull g)k are feasible. 
We can now apply the fitting techniques discussed above (see [17]) to synthesize functions ~ (-) 
for each time-plane k on its corresponding fitting domain :D~. We then define ilk(.) to be the 
saturation of fi~(.), i.e., if ~2k(.) = Jill, i 2 , . . - ,  fir] T, then 
where 
- -  
i i ,  otherwise. 
Thus, the resulting function sequence {uk(') : k = 0, 1 ,2, . . . ,  N - 1} forms our suboptimal local 
feedback control aw ~(.). Note that uk(') E U for all k E A/', and ~(.) E/2. 
As yet, there is no systematic way in choosing kj, q, _d, d, and ~. However, we would like to 
choose them in such a way that the '~¢olume" of Z)k is nonzero for all k -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N - 1. 
In particular, for a two-dimensional problem (i.e., n = 2), the '~¢olume" of a convex-hull is 
just the area. Hence, if the convex-hull degenerates into a straight line in R 2, then it has zero 
'~¢olume", and we need to choose a new set of parameters to avoid this problem. 
The existence of a l)k of positive %,olume" is guaranteed by our assumption that a sufficiently 
large feasible neighbourhood of Xnomina I exists. 
Recall that the nominal optimal pair {W~omin~,X~ominal} denotes the solution to O(x°,0). 
~2(.) denotes the feedback control law constructed via the interpolation process presented in the 
above. Suppose the system is perturbed at time k = kl such that Xnominal(kl ) is shifted to 
• (kl) -- Xnomin~(kl) + ~x but that ~(kl) E I)k~ so that ~(kl) is still feasible. If ~(kl) falls on to 
one of the data points in T)k~, then the optimal control is readily available at each time plane from 
k -- kl onwards. In practise, this situation rarely happens and we need to consider the case in 
which ~(kl) is not at one of the data points in Dk~. Recall that u* (.) denotes the optimal feedback 
law obtained from solving problem (7~), then the sequence u*(~(k)) for k = kl, kl + 1,..., N - 1 
denotes the true optimal control for the optimal control problem O(~(kl), kl). From the results 
in [18,19], we find that 
I l u*  - (k l ) ) l l  < eo, (5.1) 
where e0 > 0 can be made arbitrarily small by an appropriate choice of parameters in the inter- 
polation (e.g., kj, q, d, _d,/i, grid size, number of iterations, etc.). We refer to these parameters 
collectively as a. 
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Let u i ,* ui," and u i^ * denote the i th component of u*, .a, and .a, respectively. If a~ _< ~ _</~, 
^$ ^,  then u~ -- ~ ,  where a~ and ~, are defined as in (2.2). Hence, [u~ - fi~[ = lu~ - u i I. If fi~ > &, 
^* ^*  ^.  * * thenu~ = /3~ < fi~. But u~ _< j3~,sou~ _< u~ < fi~. It follows that 0_< u~ -u~ < f i~-u~.  
Hence, lu* - fi~i < iu~ - fi~]. Similarly, ff fi~ < a~, we then have fi~ < a~ = fi* <_ u*, resulting in 
~ - u~ < fi~ - u~ _< 0, which again leads to lu* - fi*] < lug. - fi~l. Combining all three cases, we 
have 
I,-,~' - '~'1 -< lug' - ~1.  
Thus, 
I1~* - ~11 -< Ilu* - 'all. 
Together with (5.1), we can have 
I lu* (~ (k l ) )  - U(X (kx))l l  < co. (5.2) 
Let ~(k), k = kl, kl + 1 , . . . ,  N be the solution of the difference quation (2.1) over the time 
horizon from k = kl to k = N, starting from ~(kl) at time k = kl, and corresponding to 
.a(5~(k)), k = k l ,k l  + 1 , . . . ,N  - 1. Furthermore, let z*(k), k = k l ,k l  + 1, . . . ,N  denote the 
solution of the difference quation (2.1) corresponding to the true optimal control u*(~(k)), k = 
k l ,k l  + 1 , . . . ,N -  1. 
It follows from the continuity of f in (2.1) that 
[l~(kl + 1) -- x*(kl -t- 1)l I < 60, 
where 60 > 0 is determined by e0. Thus, 
Ilu" (=" (kl  + 1)) - .a (~ (kl  -t- 1))11 
<_ Ilu" (=" (k~ + 1)) - .a(z* (kl  + 1))11 + II.a (x* (k~ + 1)) - .a (x  (kl  --t- 1))11 < el, 
where the value of el > 0 depends on 60 and a. This follows since H~(kl -I- I) - z*(kl + i)I[ < 6o, 
and so H.a(z*(kl + I)) - ~(X(kl + I))[[ must also depend on 60. Moreover, [[u*(z*(kl + I)) - 
.a(z*(kl + 1))[[ is simply a fitting error which depends only on a. Consequently, 
II (k  + 2) -  *(kx + 2)11 < 61, 
and 
[lu* (¢* (kl -t- 2) )  - .a (~ (kl + 2))1I 
[[u* (x* (kl + 2)) - .a (=* (kl + 2))11 -t- [[.a (x* (kl + 2)) - .a (~ (kl + 2))[[ < e2. 
Continuing this argument, we finally obtain 
li <kffi - x*<kx + j  + 1)11 <65,  
fo r j  = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  kl - 1 and 
il-* (=* (kl + 2)  - .a (e (kl + J))il 
< ilu" (=" (k, + j)) - a (=* (kl + J))li + fi.a (=* (kl + j)) - ~ (~ (kl + J))ii < ej, 
for j -- 0, 1,2, . . .  ,N  - kl, where ej and 6j ultimately only depend on a. 
To avoid state constraint violations for a given range of the state perturbations 6z, one can 
then adjust a to get appropriate values of 6j so that the trajectory stays within the convex hull :Dk 
for all k. 
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and 
To proceed further, let 
N-1 
Y(u" I (kl), kl) -~ '(I)o (x*(N)) Q- ~ f~O (k, x*(k), u* (x*(k))) 
k-~kl 
N -1  
k=kl 
Then, due to the continuity of the functions involved, it follows that 
I • (k l ) ,h)  - Y(~ I ~(kl),k~) I < p, 
where the value of p > 0 is determined by that of a. It follows that fi(.) is a suboptimal control. 
In fact, the corresponding interpolated control remains suboptimal even when the system is 
perturbed any finite number of times. The argument isessentially the same, although the notation 
is more involved. We summerize these results in the following as a theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the problem O ( x ° , 0). Let {•nominal, Xnorainal} be the nominal optimal 
pair, and let f~(.) be the interpolated control generated by the procedure described above, where 
all those adjustable parameters in the interpolation stage are collectively referred to as a. Then, 
¢~(.) is a suboptimal controller [or the optimal control problem (7)) in a neighbourhood of the 
optimal nominal trajectory. More precisely,/or any p > 0, it is possible to choose a such that 
lY(u" I • (k l) ,  kl) - ,~(~ I • (kl) ,  kl) <~ p, 
where u*(.) denotes the optimal feedback control of the problem (7~), and ~c(kl) is an arbitrary 
state in the region :/:)el, provided the volume of the corresponding I)kl is positive. 
The theorem ensures that the proposed feedback control keeps the trajectory strictly in the 
interior of Dt for a given disturbances tolerance level. We recall that all states in the convex 
hull ~)k, k E A/', are feasible. As long as our proposed feedback control keeps the trajectory 
strictly in the interior of ~k, it will remain feasible. 
However, if a disturbance is sufficiently large to take the trajectory out of I)~, there is no 
guarantee that it will remain feasible or that the solution remains uboptimal. If the nominal 
trajectory satisfies the inequality constraints (2.3b) at some point, then it must be located on 
the boundary of the feasible region and hence on the boundary of ~k. In this case even a 
small disturbance to the system could push the trajectory outside 2:)k. While this may appear 
a serious drawback of the method, note that no method can guarantee that the constraints will 
not be violated in this case. Also, for practical problems, it seems unlikely that the nominal 
trajectory would be allowed to satisfy an inequality constraint exactly, with no margin for error. 
To avoid these theoretical difficulties, for the purposes of this paper, we assume that if the 
norninal trajectory does satisfy the inequality constraints exactly at any time, then there are no 
disturbances at that time. 
6. I LLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Consider the dynamics of a discretized vertical ascent rocket problem [9, Chapter 11]. The 
system equations are 
Xl(k -.b. 1) = Xl(k ) - 't/,(k), 
x2(k + 1) -- x2(k) + x3(k), 
• 3(k + 1) =  3(k) + [V,,(k) - Q (=(k))] 
Xl (k )  - g' 
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for k = 0,1,2 . . . .  ,100, where xl(k) is the mass of the rocket with fuel; x2(k) is the altitude 
above the earth's surface; xa(k) is the velocity of the rocket; u(k) is the fuel flow rate with 
bounds 0 _< u(k) <_ 0.04; V = 2 is the constant gas nozzle velocity; g is the acceleration due to 
gravity (assumed constant); Q(x2(k),x3(k)) is the aerodynamic drag defined by 
Q(x2(k), xs(k)) = 0.05 exp (O.Olx2(k))(xs(k)) 2. 
The initial conditions are given by xl(0) = 1, x2(0) = 0, and xs(0) = 0. The cost functional is 
given by a terminal cost term only 
Jo(u) = -0.0Ix2(100), 
and there is only one inequality constraint which is 
• 1 (1001 u)  = (x1(100) - 0.2) > 0. 
In other words, we want the rocket to climb as high as possible at the terminal time N = 100 
but retaining 20 percent of the mass/fuel at that time. Notice that mass is not recoverable, so 
this is equivalent to solving an all-time-step functional state constraint, i.e., 
h(k ,x (k lu ) )  = 10(xl(k)-0.2) _> 0, 
for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  100. We use the software package DMISER3 to generate a data set of all 
the required open-loop optimal trajectories. We obtain our nominal optimal trajectory for k E 
(0, 1, 2, . . . ,  100}. However, we only generate the other nonnominal open-loop optimal trajectories 
for the horizon k E ~3, 4, 5, . . . ,  100} in this case. The reasons are: 
(1) mass/fuel of the rocket is very accurately measured at k = 0, 
(2) rocket starts at zero height precisely, 
(3) velocity of the rocket starts at zero exactly. 
Hence, we use the open-loop control values in the feedback case for time k = 0, 1, 2, and from 
k = 3 onwards, we use the fitted values. The trajectories ofXl(k) in both the pure open-loop case 
and the feedback case are shown in Figure 2. These trajectories are too close to be distinguished. 
More importantly, both trajectories satisfy the constraint. 
In order to test the robustness property of the computed solution, we apply the closed-loop and 
open-loop control laws already obtained to the system where there are two pulse shift disturbances 
representing sudden mass loss of the rocket, and the results are shown in Figure 3. Such a sudden 
loss of mass might, for example, be due to disconnecting spent fuel cells. 
Notice that the open-loop control fails to satisfy the constraint, whereas our feedback control 
law satisfy the constraint successfully. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have synthesized a suboptimal local feedback control law for a class of 
discrete time constrained nonlinear control problems. Unlike the approach in [17], we perform the 
scattered data interpolation for each discrete time point separately, which results in considerable 
savings in the computational effort as well as in the temporary memory storage requirements. 
Moreover, we have extended the method to constrained problems, which makes it far more 
applicable to practical problems. 
Simulations illustrate the performance ofthe controller when no disturbance is present, as well 
as in the presence of disturbances. 
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